Accelerating Developement with
Combined SAD/MAD Approach

Single ascending dose (SAD) and multiple ascending dose
(MAD) studies are typically the first in human studies. They
seek to gain information on safety and tolerability, general
pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic ( PD)
characteristics, and of course identify the maximum tolerated
dose (MTD).

Conventionally,
SAD
and
MAD studies were conducted
separately, but increasingly are
combined into an ‘umbrella’
protocol which addresses both
SAD and MAD objectives.
This approach can result in both
time and cost savings, and allow
additional valuable information
to be gained earlier and inform
subsequent development. When
the studies are designed as a
combined approach, adaptive

principles are used as decisions will
be made mid-study to adjust dose,
change the number of subjects
receiving a certain dose, or stop a
treatment entirely.
In one recent project, we
provided early phase trial design
and
biostatistics
operational
support for our client, an emerging
biopharma with an early phase
pipeline of products in neurological
indications.

Challenge
With a constrained budget, and minimal infrastructure our client wanted
an operationally efficient solution for a first-in-human study and day to day
support from an expert team who would require minimal oversight.
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Solution
Conventionally,
SAD
and
MAD studies were conducted
separately, but increasingly are
combined into an ‘umbrella’
protocol which addresses both
SAD and MAD objectives.
This approach can result in both
time and cost savings, and allow
additional valuable information
to be gained earlier and inform
subsequent development. When
the studies are designed as a
combined approach, adaptive

principles are used as decisions will
be made mid-study to adjust dose,
change the number of subjects
receiving a certain dose, or stop a
treatment entirely.
In one recent project, we
provided early phase trial design
and
biostatistics
operational
support for our client, an emerging
biopharma with an early phase
pipeline of products in neurological
indications.

Value Added
The trial has been designed to provide a solid understanding of dose
tolerability and PK/ PD measurements at doses with target levels of response.
This enabled the client to move forward with a good regulatory package
which provides the FDA and EMA the best evidence of early phase drug
effect.
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